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Thank you for Twenty-Five Wonderful Years Donna Lyons
Our team was excited to get together with our families
to celebrate, Donna Lyons. We were able to honor her
for the accomplishment that Donna helped our team
achieve for many of our clients, retirement. Donna’s
career in the securities industry began in 1994 with
A.G. Edwards. In 1997 she joined Raymond James &
Associates and she was invited to be part of our team
in 1998. She enjoyed working with our clients and
associates. Her positive attitude and enthusiasm
allowed her to shine as a member of our team. Over
the years she was entrusted with the processing and
follow-through of many clients documents and paperwork. Now she will enjoy on a fulltime basis her husband, John, whom she has been married to
since 1993. They will continue to enjoy outdoor adventures, traveling, and having fun with Snicker
Doodle, their Shih-Tzu. She also has more time to pursue her inherited love of grandfather clocks,
which she picked up from her dad. One day she hopes to find that special clock to add to her
collection. After being retired about one month and tackling various projects around her home, she
shared the sentiment that so many of our clients have voiced before, “I do not know how I had time
for a fulltime job!”

Welcoming Our Newest Associate: Gaby Leal
Gaby was born in Colombia and shortly afterward, her family relocated to Boca
Raton, Florida, which she considers her hometown. She graduated from the
University of Central Florida in 2019 where she majored in Communication
Studies. After graduation, Gaby felt a calling to seek further education within the
financial services industry and pursue her passion of helping people throughout
their financial journey. She began her career with Charles Schwab and then joined
our team in 2021. As a Horizon West resident, Gaby has prided herself in being
involved with her community and assisting with local social events in her new
neighborhood. Outside of the office, Gaby enjoys travelling, running, going to the
beach, and her hobby of sweepstaking. She is excited about joining the team and
building relationships with each and every one of you.
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What is behavioral finance…and why should you care?
Investors may like to think they’re completely rational in their decision-making, but that’s highly
unlikely. We don’t stop being human beings when it comes to investing, so psychology and emotions
are apt to play roles—sometimes large ones—in the choices we make.
Behavioral finance studies investors’ real-life behavior and common biases. It considers the roles
emotions and psychology play in making financial decisions and aims to identify factors that cause
investors to sometimes act irrationally.
A key concept in behavioral finance is “prospect theory,” which describes how investors make decisions
involving risk and gain. Studies have shown people
frequently consider losses far more undesirable than
they find comparable gains desirable. For example,
take the following scenarios:
Given the first scenario, most people will avoid the
risk and take option one (the sure $3,000 gain). On
the other hand, when presented the second scenario,
most favor option two (the 75% chance of losing
$4,000) because it offers the possibility of avoiding
the pain of a loss.
Keep in mind – and this is important – all four choices are mathematically equivalent. This means
individuals’ responses were based primarily on their emotional reactions to fear of loss vs. enjoyment of gain, not rational decision-making.
The psychology of risk and reward
If you ever wonder why markets sometimes act in ways that defy logic, behavioral finance helps
explain it.
For example, bubbles can form when prices rise based on investors’
emotional reactions rather than the fundamentals. Once their sentiment
eventually changes, a precipitous sell-off can follow.

profitable businesses.

Take what’s come to be known as the dot-com bubble of the late 1990s.
Soon after the internet’s introduction, investors realized its potential to
transform our everyday lives (which it clearly has). What they were overoptimistic about were internet-based companies’ abilities to quickly create

In response to investors’ enthusiasm, the NASDAQ Index, where many of these companies’ stocks
were listed, rose 189% during the two years leading up to its peak in March 2000. Perhaps more
significantly, the price/earnings (P/E) ratio—a measure commonly used to determine how expensive
stocks are (the higher the ratio, the more expensive stocks are considered to be)—was 175.
By comparison, it was only approximately 24 at the end of 2020. That suggests many investors were
caught up in the furor over the New Economy and ignored the fundamentals. When investors
realized it would be a long time before many of these companies became profitable, the bubble burst
and stock prices plummeted.
The lesson for investors is the importance of being diversified and investing primarily based on
fundamentals—not on emotion and the fear of missing out on the next “big thing.” Of course,
diversification strategies do not guarantee investment returns or eliminate the risk of loss.
CAR 1121-04472
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Team Updates
We appreciate all that you share with us about your family, goals, and life changes. We would
like to take this opportunity to give you a little update about our lives outside the office.
“After living in Washington, D.C. one of my favorite restaurants became José Andrés’ Jaleo, which
is why I was so excited when he opened one in
Orlando in 2019. I was finally able to share my
favorite restaurant with Mom and Dad or as
many of you know them, Karen and John, as
part of my Christmas gift to them. We
managed to have the waiter snap a picture of
us after a night of delicious tapas.”~ J.R.
“During February I got to cross one item off my
bucket list this year. A personal goal this year
was to train and compete in a 5K, and I finally did it! I was able to
complete the accomplishment by running in the 2022 Disney Princess Half
Marathon at Walt Disney World. It was a magical and rewarding experience that I hope to continue every year !” ~Gaby
“With a long-weekend for Christmas, we went to visit Kent’s aunt and
uncle in Palm Beach for a South Florida
Christmas. The only white being pushed
around by the wind was the sand from the
beach and the palm trees were bearing the
holiday lights. Here we are after a
wonderful Christmas Eve dinner.” ~ Jessie
and Kent
“For Christmas Eve, I gathered with my
son Jason, his wife Karen, and my
grandchildren Daphne and Jay. We did a
Christmas gift exchange and shared a nice
holiday meal. For dessert I brought one of my specialties a homemade éclair cake.” ~ Patty
“Monica and I got to experience a snowy Christmas in New
Hampshire. In addition to some dog sledding, I got to “geek out” with
some monetary systems history as the hotel we stayed in hosted the Bretton Woods Conference
which, among other things, created the International Monetary Fund.” ~ Jack
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Five ways to help protect your family online
From listening to music to ordering groceries to working from home, almost all aspects of our daily
lives are connected to the internet in some way. But our always-connected nature can come with
risks: According to the FBI’s “2020 Internet Crime Report,” the bureau’s Internet Crime Complaint
Center averaged almost 15,000 complaints a week and recorded $4.1 billion in victim losses in 2020.
Here are some ways to help protect your family online:
1. Learn to spot imposter scams: Have you ever received a call, text, or email regarding
suspicious activity detected on your account or suspended online access? It could be a scammer
trying to convince you to share sensitive information that would enable them to access your
accounts.
Increasingly, criminals are able to impersonate financial institutions, large
companies, and even government agencies by spoofing caller ID or email addresses
so they appear to be legitimate. When you receive a suspicious or unexpected
communication, do not respond or click any email links. Instead, contact the
company directly using a phone number on its website. Learn more about how to
spot common scams at wellsfargo.com/security.
2. Manage and monitor your credit: If y ou r da ta ha s been com pr om ised thr o u g h a
security breach, consider placing a fraud alert on your credit file by contacting one of the three major
credit bureaus – Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion. The one you contact will automatically notify
the others.
Make a habit of reviewing your credit report annually. You can request a free report at annualcreditreport.com for yourself and children over the age of 13. Look for unauthorized accounts that may
have been opened in your names.
3. Limit what you share on social media: Thiev es scou r socia l m edia pr ofiles for clu es
to security questions, passwords, and other information that could help
them impersonate potential victims online.
First, set your profiles to private – and encourage your family members to
do the same. Also, restrict your social media contacts to people you know
personally. Finally, watch what information you disclose. Revealing too
much personal information in your social profiles or posts can put you at
greater risk of identity theft, especially if your bank or other companies use that information to verify
your identity.
4. Protect your home network: Cr ea te a str ong pa ssw or d for y ou r w ir eless netw or k
in your home. Use a unique phrase with a mix of letters, numbers, and special characters. Avoid
using any part of your name or email address, information shared on social media, or anything else
someone could easily guess.
When you are configuring your router, the Department of Homeland Security recommends choosing
the Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) setting, which is the
strongest encryption option.
5. Stay up to date : Cybercriminals change their tactics frequently, so try to stay on top of the
latest threats. Keep your devices and apps updated with the latest security patches, and be sure to
review the resources provided by your bank, investment firm, and other financial providers to
understand ways to help protect your family and yourself online. Sign up to receive scam alerts from
the Federal Trade Commission by visiting ftc.gov and selecting Get Consumer Alerts. This article was
written by Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network and provided courtesy of Thorsen~Hixenbaugh~
Kovaleski Wealth Advisors in Orlando, Florida at 407.845.1080. CAR 1221-00286
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